Kindergarten Corner

SPECIAL POINTS OF
INTEREST:


Makenzie brings home
our “I Am Special”
board! Please fill and
return Tues. to share
with your friends!
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Lexi brings home Ninja,
our caterpillar/butterfly
and it’s journal! Please
return Tues. to share
what fun you both had
over the weekend!



Next week we fly to
Hungary! We taste Hungarian Goulash, put together puzzles (one of
their favorite activities),
make paper quilts, and
try a Hungarian Waltz in
Music Class!



Senora Amey taught us a
Spanish greeting for
Morning, Afternoon and
Evening with the song
“Buenos Dias”. We
counted from 1-10 in
Spanish, and worked on a
sheet where we connected sums to items.



A HUGE thank you to
Rachael Livernois, Meg
Rolph and Jen Cline for
being willing to lead our
Room Parent responsibilities! God bless you,
ladies!



Mrs. Walterschield
would LOVE Wed. Art
helpers! Thank you,
Leah Davis, for helping
us monthly!



Thanks for your prayers,
as Beckett’s Dad is deployed this coming week!
Have a blessed weekend!
Mrs. Deb Snow
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We: read “Noah and the
Flood”. Because of sin, God
destroyed the world, but out
of love and mercy, He gave
mankind one more chance!
“Trust in the Lord with all
your heart.” Psalm 3:5

We: reviewed “G”, divided
compound words, used letter
tiles, identified beginning
(initial) sounds of words,
blended 2-3 sounds together,
and learned to code short
vowels with breves.

We: identified and colored
squares, triangles, parallelograms, trapezoids, rhombuses and hexagons. We
graphed our favorite apples
and acted out positional
words and phrases!
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We: flew to Germany, tasted
German Chocolate cake,
made green, feathered
“walking” hats, listened to
Bach music on the organ
(Thanks, Mr. B!) and saw Pastor Snow’s slides! (Thanks!)
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We: began an APPLE unit!
We stamped our favorite
apple prints, graphed our
choice of apples, made tornpaper APPLE art, and in an
experiment, found a “star”
inside an apple!

enters

We : built at our NEW Light
table, made apple pies in our
Sensory table, sequenced 30
apples, played with Noah’s
Ark, played “Hi Ho, AppleOh!” (math game), and play
do and cookie cutters!

Last week, in our “classroom blog” we featured Oman and our craft and
camel race! Next week, check out our APPLE unit pictures!

